
68 Sanctuary Dr, Kialla

Fully Established & Near New - Popular
Kialla Lakes
Near new, this home was completed just over 2 years ago

and was proudly built by JG King Homes and features their

"all steel frame" construction. Presenting like new but with all

the hard work already done with the now established

landscaping. Cleverly designed the "ROYCE" features 4

genuine bedrooms and the master bedroom is so big with

it's full ensuite bathroom (and separate toilet) it almost feels

like a plush motel suite. The central kitchen is fully equipped

and features a large gas stove and walk in pantry plus stone

bench tops. The living area is an open plan and combines the

kitchen meals and family room plus a large rumpus/lounge

room with access to the all weather outdoor entertaining

area. Relax in summer with ducted cooling and whilst in

winter all is taken care of with central gas heating. In

addition to the double garage (with direct access to the
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entrance) there is double gates on the side of the home for

easy access for a caravan or trailer. Situated so close to

Falcon Park and only a short walk to the new St Annes

Catholic School. As our vendors are leaving the district with

employment their home is for very genuine sale. Don't delay

as this will sell quickly - call Glenn Young for full details and

inspection 0438579993.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not

verified whether or not that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or

the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy

and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own

inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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